This paper presents the profit analysis of a system of two nonidentical units in which one unit is original which is initially operative and the other is duplicate kept in cold standby. The units may fail completely directly from normal mode. There is a single server who visits the system immediately when required. The original unit undergoes for repair upon failure while only replacement of the duplicate unit is made by similar new one. The original unit does not work as new after repair and so called degraded unit. The system is considered in up-state if any one of new/duplicate/degraded unit is operative. The server inspects the degraded unit at its failure to see the feasibility of repair. The failure time of the units are exponentially distributed whereas the distributions of inspection time, replacement time of the duplicate unit and repair time of the original/duplicate/degraded unit are taken as arbitrary with different probability density functions. Some reliability characteristics of the system model are evaluated using semi-Markov process and regenerative point technique.
INTRODUCTION
In many industrial processes the provision of a standby unit is necessary for very high reliability. But it is not always possible to keep a high cost unit on standby. Therefore, to improve the reliability of a system, an ordinary unit (called duplicate) unit may be kept as spare which is capable of performing the same nominal system function but with different degree of reliability and desirability. An example, of this situation is a system comprised of an electrical device and a battery operated device. The battery device is switched on as and when the electrical device is failed.
The reliability models of standby systems have widely been studied by the engineers and scholars including Gopalan and Naidu (1984) , Chung (1987) and Singh and Mishra (1994) under the assumptions that i) The unit works as new after repair. ii) Repair of the unit is always feasible.
Infect, these assumptions cannot be imposed always on every system. Because the working capacity and efficiency of a repaired unit depends on the skilled knowledge of the repair facility used. In case of being repaired by an ordinary server, the chances of its failure may be high and thus such a unit may be considered as degraded. Malik et al. (2008) analyzed a system with inspection considering the concept of degradation of the unit after repair.
In view of the above facts and observations, we in this paper analyzed a system of non-identical units-one unit is original which is initially operative and other is its duplicate kept in cold standby. There is a single server who visits the server immediately when required. The original unit undergoes for repair upon failure while the duplicate unit is replaced by similar new one. The original unit does not work as new after repair and so called degraded unit. The system is considered in up-state if any one of new/duplicate/degraded unit is operative. The server inspects the degraded unit at its failure to see the feasibility of repair. If repair of the degraded unit is not feasible, it is replaced by new one similar to the original unit in negligible time. The failure time of the units are exponentially distributed whereas the distributions of inspection time, replacement time of the duplicate unit and repair time of the original/duplicate/degraded unit are taken as arbitrary with different probability density functions. The random variables are mutually independent and uncorrelated. The expressions for some reliability characteristics such as mean sojourn times, Mean Time to System Failure, availability, busy period of the server, expected number of visits by the server and profit function are derived using semiMarkov process and regenerative point technique. The numerical results considering a particular case are also obtained to depict the graphically behavior of Mean Time to System Failure (MTSF), availability and profit of the system model. The states S 0 , S 1 , S 3 , S 4 , S 6 S 7 , S 8 , S 10 and S 11 are regenerative states while S 2 , S 5 , S 9 , S 12, S 13 and S 14, are nonregenerative states. Thus E = {S 0 , S 1 , S 3 , S 4 , S 6 , S 7 , S 8 , S 10 , S 11 }.The possible transition between states along with transition rates for the model is shown in fig.1 .
NOTATIONS

TRANSITION PROBABILITIES AND MEAN SOJOURN TIMES
Simple probabilistic considerations yield the following expressions for the non-zero elements 
The mean sojourn times  i in state S i are given by
The unconditional mean time taken by the system to transit from any state S i when time is counted from epoch at entrance into state S j is stated as:
where T denotes the time to system failure. Thus 
where j is an operative regenerative state to which the given regenerative state i can transit and k is a failed state to which the state i can transit directly.
Taking L.S.T. of relations (6) and solving for  0 (s).
Using this, we have
The reliability R(t) can be obtained by taking Laplace inverse transform of (7).
The mean time to system failure can be given by 
AVAILABILITY ANALYSIS
Let A i (t) be the probability that the system is in up state at instant t given that the system entered regenerative state i at t=0. The recursive relations for A i (t) are given by :
where j is any successive regenerative state to which the regenerative state i can transit through n≥ 1 (natural number) transitions.
We have,
Taking LT of relations (9) and solving for A 0 *(s).
The steady-state availability of the system can be given by 
BUSY PERIOD ANALYSIS FOR SERVER
Let B i (t) be the probability that the server is busy at an instant t given that the system entered regenerative state i at t= 0. The following are the recursive relations for B i (t)
where j is a subsequent regenerative state to which state i transits through n ≥1 (natural number) transitions.
Taking LT of relations (12) and solving for B 0 *(s) and using this, we can obtain the fraction of time for which the repairman is busy in steady state 
EXPECTED NUMBER OF VISITS BY SERVER
Let N i (t) be the expected number of visits by the server in (0,t] given that the system entered the regenerative state i at t=0. We have the following recursive relations for N i (t) :
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where j is any regenerative state to which the given regenerative state i transits and i  =1, if j is the regenerative state where the server does job afresh otherwise i  = 0.
Taking LST of relations (15) 
and D 12 is already specified.
PROFIT ANALYSIS
Profit incurred to the system model in steady state is given by 
PARTICULAR CASE
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CONCLUSION
From fig.2, fig.3 and fig.4 , it is concluded that mean time to system failure (MTSF), availability and profit function decrease with the increase of failure rates λ and  2 for fixed values of other parameters including p=.7 and q=.3 . However, their values increase if repair rate () and replacement rate (β) of duplicate unit increase. It is interesting to note that the system becomes more profitable by interchanging the values of p and q.
Hence, on the basis of the results obtained for a particular case, it is suggested that replacement of the failed degraded unit by original unit should be preferred over the repair to increase of a system of non-identical units. (Fig.1 
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